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‘‘Office Tower
Norddeutsche Landesbank Hanover, Germany Built 2002 1,600 workers

Battlestar Corporate Park
Interviews and photograph by Otto Pohl

‘‘
With its twisting,
cantilevered shape, the office
tower designed by Behnisch,
Behnisch & Partner makes
people stop and question the
basic tenets of architecture,
like, Will it stand up?

Frank Grobecker, 34, chef at
a restaurant in the building:
‘‘It’s very visual and fulfills 
its function, but I prefer older
buildings. When I look up,
there are 17 stories; it’s all a
little scary. I certainly don’t
want to work up there. When I
look up there I imagine the
floor suddenly breaking out
from under me.’’

Nicole Fett, 21, front-desk
security: ‘‘Imagine sitting 
here all day with the sun
blasting in. I’m very light
sensitive. In the summer it 
gets hot because we have to
leave our jackets on. Do you
think they really needed 
all of this glass? I guess they 
like it transparent. I wouldn’t
want to sit in one of those
offices where everyone can
look in. You can’t, you know,
pick your nose.’’

Günther Hähnel, works
in the corporate finance
department: ‘‘We just
reorganized, and some
colleagues had to move back
into an older building, and
they’re really sad that they had
to move out. I got to stay. I
work in the north part of the 

building, with a view. It’s a 
nice feeling. It’s light; it’s 
airy; you don’t feel cramped.
Customers are skeptical —
they say we earn too much
money. But that’s not the case,
unfortunately.’’

Zori Rosic, 38, employee at
an art gallery inside the
building: ‘‘What’s cool is that
everything is fully automatic:
the alarm, the windows, 
the blinds, the A.C. The lights
turn on automatically when 
you walk into a room, and they
turn off when you leave.’’

Brigitte Flick, 43, furniture
designer, walking past the
building: ‘‘It reminds me of a
container port. Of course, in a
port the containers are
straighter. But this is also more
playful. It’s not very banklike. I
like the instability of the cubes.
I would love to stand up there
and see the city and know that
I’m standing above nothing.’’

Ernst Lüthi, 47, engineering
professor, visiting from
Switzerland: ‘‘I like how the
glass is hung on the front. I
wouldn’t have built it this way.
I just wouldn’t have come up
with the idea. I couldn’t build
a machine with a design like
this; nobody would buy it. But
in architecture things work
differently. You can’t compare
it with anything.’’

Manfred Bodin, the chairman
of Nord/LB, whose office is
in the part of the tower that
juts the farthest out over
empty space: ‘‘People in
Hanover had different opinions
of our building. There were
those who were excited and
some who saw it critically. It is
a courageous building. I wasn’t
nervous to have my office out
over nothing, but I wanted to
meet the structural engineers,
and I also wanted to meet the
older head structural engineer,
who is a friend of mine. I said,
‘I’ll trust the younger engineer
as long as the older one is
keeping an eye on him.’ ’’
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‘‘
‘‘

Schlaich Bergermann &
Partner has built many huge
projects, like the roof for
Munich’s Olympic Stadium,
but its smaller-scale work has
had the greatest impact on
daily life, particularly
its footbridges. When boats
pass beneath this bridge,
it gently rises without
disconnecting.

Gisela Kamper, 84: ‘‘I lived
here as a child, until 1942. 
I used to take the streetcar
across that bridge over there.
When the drawbridge was up,
the streetcar would be delayed
and we would be late for
school. Sometimes we said 
the bridge was up even when 
it wasn’t, just because we 
were late. I guess today
students don’t have that
excuse anymore.’’

Irmgard Joh, 63, walking
her dog: ‘‘Bridges belong to
my life, and this one is unique
in Germany. It’s gigantic,
and so elastic. I was born on
the water, on a boat in East
Prussia. I lived with my
husband on a boat for many
years. Bridges are memories
of my husband. He died a
week ago. Unfortunately I’ve
never been on this bridge
when it’s up. They chase you
off. The Germans are very
strict in such things.’’

Stefan Anders, 38, boat
captain: ‘‘The tourists are 
very interested in how it can
possibly work. It’s actually
more impressive from land,
because you can see the
individual links, and when
you’re on a boat it just sort 
of goes magically — it makes
absolutely no noise, just 
starts to arch.’’

Andreas DeFries, 39,
Duisburg policeman, sitting
in his patrol car: ‘‘We have 
a lot of time to contemplate 
this bridge. We’re guarding the
Yitzhak Rabin Jewish
Community Center right over
here. We sit here eight hours 
a day. There are a lot of
fascinating bridges. There’s
something of vacation in them.
It’s a great feeling when you
see bridges going up and 
a three-master going through.’’

Pedestrian Bridge
Duisburg, Germany Built 1999 Five minutes to raise

Walk This Way
Interviews and photograph by Otto Pohl
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‘‘
Architecture doesn’t have to
be big to make an impression.
For the center of Aachen, a
traditional-looking midsize
city, the New York architect
Peter Eisenman designed a
bus shelter that takes formal
liberties while also providing
modern amenities, like video
information screens.

Wilhelm Peill, 68: ‘‘Back
when it was built, people said it
didn’t fit, but when I see it now
I say why not? We’ve all gotten
used to it. But I would be
nervous to build more of them
elsewhere.’’

Barbara Gollan, 50,
employee at store across the
street: ‘‘Children play on it,
which is not completely safe.’’

Werner Stensinski, 60,
in town on business:
‘‘It’s good that everything is not
so uniform. It jumps out at you
from the normal vertical and
horizontal lines. It represents
something new. You can’t 
just fill all of your squares with
statues of Kaiser Wilhelm 
on a horse.’’

Nadia Pishnamaz, 25, barista
at a nearby espresso bar:
‘‘The bus stop is ugly, but the
video screen is good. I always

have something to read when
I’m not busy. I guess it could
have been worse. I’ve always
thought of it as a claw.’’

Franciska Merx, 63: ‘‘In bad
weather it protects me. In good
weather I can stand outside it
but still look around. It doesn’t
block the view. It’s a lot better
than those little metal bus
stops. It’s different and more
modern. I like that.’’

Eva Dirks, 23, waitress at
espresso bar: ‘‘In the papers
they call it a French-fry tong.’’

Christian Klausener, 85:
‘‘People say they should
remove this bus stop, but if
they hadn’t built this they
would probably have built a
French-fry hut or something.
Still, I would have liked
something else. Maybe a
Ferris wheel? You could jump
from the seats into your bus.’’

Bus Shelter
Aachen, Germany Built 1998 Folded steel, 120 feet long

The Bus Stops Here
Interviews and photograph by Otto Pohl

‘‘

63
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‘‘
The Swiss firm Herzog &
de Meuron transformed two
old banks into Five Courts,
a modern marketplace that
includes an aggressively
upscale shopping concourse,
restaurants and bars,
apartments and a museum.
The architects retained the
original neo-Baroque facades
but added sleek high-art
features like photographic
tiles embedded in the floors.

Wolfgang Siedenburg, 58,
architect: ‘‘It’s really
interesting, but interesting is
not enough. They should 
have spent more time on the
psychology of how the people
would move through this.
Munich is a big village, not like
New York. There are different
rules you need to pay attention
to here. My wife says the stores
are like a stage, not like shops.
Look at the people. They don’t
want to go into a showroom.
They have stage fright.’’

Heiner Pflugfelder, 26,
architecture student: ‘‘I think 
it forces emotional responses.
Something very new,
something fresh. It’s a little
chilly, but I like that. I feel good
when the architecture around
me is clean and sober. 
There is room to breathe. 
You could have more like 
this in Munich.’’

Michael Schmitz, 35,
textile sales representative: 
‘‘This is architecture the 
way bankers think of it. I like
modern architecture, but for
me this is not modern. It’s 
gray, four walls and done.’’

Hans Wesnitzer, 36: 
‘‘It’s attractive with a calm
atmosphere. These are all 
exclusive shops. Mere mortals
like us can walk through, 
but we can’t afford to shop.’’

Gerhard Herz, 58, consultant:
‘‘It’s a coolness that tries 
too hard. I can’t imagine that
all of these people are here 
to shop. I think they just want
to be part of it. They come 
here to look like they are living
large. From an emotional
viewpoint, I’d rather be sitting
in a beer garden.’’

Mall
Fünf Höfe Munich Built 2003 62 establishments

The Art of Shopping
Interviews and photograph by Otto Pohl
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‘‘
The Iraqi-born architect
Zaha Hadid has a reputation
as one of the true artists in
the profession, a brilliant
sculptor of built form.
But when you’re running
to catch a train or trying to
stay out of the wind and rain,
is a sculpture — especially
one with slits in the roof —
what you want?

Christophe Prina, 31, works
for a company that
specializes in cleaning
graffiti: ‘‘It’s very bad
architecture. It’s cold. 
It’s brutish concrete. It needs 
a coffee shop, a tobacco 
shop, a newspaper stand. It
looks all empty.’’

Marie-Jeanne Vix, 48,
accountant: ‘‘The first time 
I saw it I didn’t think it was
that bad, but I hadn’t been
rained on yet.’’

Marcel Meyer, 68, retired
physics researcher: ‘‘What’s
good is that the train, tram 
and cars all connect here. 
It’s very functional in all senses
except for the visual. I don’t
remember what this station
cost, but whatever it was, it’s
unacceptable.’’

Veronika Fouquet, 20, law
student: ‘‘It’s missing trees,
something green. It’s not
friendly. For me it is useless 
to build something this big.’’

Danielle Werner, 52,
transit administrator:
‘‘I like it. What people 
probably don’t like is the form.
The straight lines are gone.
The overall shape is good. It
reminds me of a ship. The roof
is sloping, and from a distance
it’s a nice perspective. Most
French people are not used to
this sort of thing. We’re a little
conformist. But we should build
more of these. I think people
will appreciate it in 20 years.’’

Park-and-Ride Station
Terminus Hoenheim-Nord Strasbourg, France Built 2001 750 parking spaces

Concrete Surprise
Interviews by Otto Pohl Photograph by Hélène Binet
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